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Summary 

The recently completed Phase II SBIR Project has clearly demonstrated both the potential power and 
complexity of grid technology to Kitware, Inc. The Grid offers the potential to leverage the company’s 
leadership position in visualization and image analysis to deploy commercial applications across the 
internet. Unfortunately, we have also found that the complexity of the Grid poses a significant barrier to 
the successful creation of grid-based technologies. Therefore, in our Phase II work we focused on 
methods for grid automation. That is, we developed tools to automatically create Grid services from C++ 
programs implemented using the open-source VTK visualization and ITK segmentation and registration 
systems. This approach helps non-Grid experts to create applications using tools with which they are 
familiar, ultimately producing Grid services for visualization and image analysis by invocation of an 
automatic process. Are hope is that this approach will accelerate the impact of the Grid on the wider 
scientific computing community, and hasten the adoption of Grid-based technologies for commercial 
application. 

In particular, the major accomplishments of this Phase II SBIR include: 

• Developing an XML specification for a Grid application description (GAD) file. 

• Creating an implementation architecture consisting of core services (KwGrid Core), methods for 
submitting grid application specification files (KwGrid-WS), and a set of web-enabled clients that 
provide a user-friendly interface to the KwGrid middleware (KwGrid Portlet). 

• A tool for automatic generation of GAD files when large numbers of processing jobs are to be run. 

• Testing of these tools on several applications including ParaView, Kitware’s parallel visualization 
system, and ITK, the Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit. 

Along the way we made some changes to the project due to shifts in Grid technologies. This includes: 

• Using Globus Toolkit 2 (GT2) to be consistent with Argonne; GT3 and GT4 were phased out due 
to compatibility issues. 

• We decided not to use CableSWIG for wrapping, rather we used BatchMake’s 
ApplicationWrapper. 

In the following section we summarize the work and provide examples of our accomplishments. 

 



Our approach 

Our approach to the problems described in the previous sections is to offer a framework, a set of tools, 
services and syntaxes oriented towards both users, third-party developpers and Grid maintainers, that 
will provide the following benefits: 

• Let the user, developer or researcher run simple legacy applications to more complex 
client/server(s) scenarios on a Grid by creating a simple XML file (a GAD file) describing how to 
launch, control and parameterize these applications (see “Grid Application Description file”, page 
5), 

• Let the user, developer or researcher automate the creation of GAD files by using self-description 
tools and libraries like BatchMake’s ApplicationWrapper (see “Automation with BatchMake”, page 
20), 

• Offer Grid providers the middleware and components that will enable their users or customers to 
run their applications on this Grid by submitting the corresponding GAD files to a set of KwGrid 
web services (see “Architecture”, page 8), 

• Offer Grid providers a set of user-friendly web-enabled clients allowing their users or customers 
to run, access and monitor their applications or a set of predefined site-specific applications, 
anytime from anywhere online (see “KwGrid Portlet” page 9 and “KwGrid Portlet Interface” page 
12), 

• Offer third-party developers access to the same middleware so that they can use the above 
applications as grid services, transparently, from their turnkey applications. 

 

In the next chapters, we will provide more detail and describe what makes up a Grid Application 
Description (GAD) file, what kind of flexibility (and eventually constraints) it provides, what the server-
side architecture consists of and how the various KwGrid services and components connect to each-
other. We will also provide a detailed walkthrough describing two different application scenarios, and 
illustrate the corresponding user-session through numerous screenshots. A tutorial will follow to 
introduce BatchMake and how this tool can be used to help Grid-enabling user applications by 
automating the creation of GAD files. 

 



Grid Application Description file 

A Grid Application Description (GAD) file is an XML file that describes the application to enable in the 
Grid environment. It is defined as a list of components, where each component in turn consists of a 
number of actions and resource requirements. Resources are discovered and allocated for each 
component and all component/actions are executed on the physical grid automatically.  

In such a GAD file, each application component consists of a list of preference groups and a list of 
actions to be performed. The list of preference groups is used to collect the resource requirements for 
each component. These requirements may include CPU speed and load, disk storage space, available 
memory, graphic capabilities, network latency to a grid node containing a specific file, etc. These 
requirements are later on aggregated and the grid environment is queried to allocate resource 
accordingly for each component, by matching and resolving the appropriate constraints. 

Actions 

The list of actions is used to specify the action to be performed on the allocated resource. There are 
three types of actions that are defined in the KwGrid framework: DataRelocation, JobSubmission, and 
LocalExecution. DataRelocation is used to move data in the grid; JobSubmission deals with submitting 
jobs to the physical grid; LocalExecution is dedicated to local execution, typically involving connecting a 
local executable to the remote servers provided by the KwGrid framework.  

More specifically: 

• A DataRelocation action performs file transfer between a specified host and an assigned grid 
node. The main parameters are the type of transfer protocol, location of a file on a specified grid 
node and the direction of the data relocation, either in or Out (i.e. from the specified host to the 
assigned grid node or from the assigned grid node to the specified host). The following example 
copies a text file from a specified node "gridnode1.mydomain.com:projects/readme.txt" to an 
assigned node: 

<componentAction type="DataRelocation" name="SomeTextFile1"> 

  <parameter name="DestDataPath" value="readme.txt"/> 

  <parameter name="Host" value="gridnode1.mydomain.com"/> 

  <parameter name="SourceDataPath" value="projects/readme.txt"/> 

  <parameter name="Description" value="File to read"/> 

  <parameter name="Direction" value="In"/>            

  <parameter name="Protocol" value="gsiftp"/> 

</componentAction> 

• A JobSubmission action executes a program on an assigned grid node. The main parameters are 
the executable on the assigned grid node, the command line argument, and resource 
specifications such as node type, job type, and environment variable, etc.  The following example 
print a message on an assigned node: 

<componentAction name="action1" type="JobSubmission"> 

  <parameter name="Executable" value="/bin/echo"/> 

  <parameter name="Arguments" value="Hello grid!"/> 

</componentAction> 

• A LocalExecution action either executes a program on the local host or returns a command-line 
specification so that a user can invoke it manually at the command prompt.  



Variables 

Variables are allowed in several places in the GAD, as follows: 

• A variable can be used in any action parameter pointing to an action name. For example, the 
following snippet counts the number of word in a file defined by a DataRelocation action named 
"SomeTextFile1": 

<componentAction name="action2" type="JobSubmission"> 

  <parameter name="Executable" value="wc"/> 

  <parameter name="Arguments"  value="{SomeTextFile1}"/> 

</componentAction> 

• A variable can be used to point to an application component. In this case, it will be substituted at 
run-time by the assigned grid node name. For example, the following example sends an ICMP 
ECHO_REQUEST (ping) request to an assigned grid node "server1": 

<componentAction name="action3" type="JobSubmission"> 

  <parameter name="Executable" value="ping"/> 

  <parameter name="Arguments"  value="-v {server1}"/> 

</componentAction> 

• A variable can also be used to refer to some argument (see below) and it will be replaced by its 
value at run-time.  

• A variable can also be used to refer to some group of arguments (see below) and it will be 
replaced by its actual contents at run-time. 

Arguments 

An “argument” is defined by its name and its value. By default its type is a string but it can be changed to 
a numerical value. In this case, it is also possible to specify a range of valid values, or domain. The 
following example displays "Hello John Doe, you are 40 years old" on an assigned node: 

<componentAction name="action4" type="JobSubmission"> 

  <parameter name="Executable" value="echo"/> 

  <parameter name="Arguments"  value="Hello {firstname} {lastname}, you  are {age} 

years old"/> 

  <argument name="firstname" value="John"/> 

  <argument name="lastname" value="Doe"/> 

  <argument name="age" value="40" type="int" rangeMin="0" rangeMax="150" /> 

</componentAction> 

A “group” of arguments is defined by its name and its syntax. It contains a list of arguments. The syntax 
specification of a group follows the same rules as the command line argument string of a job submission 
action. Grouping allows logical gathering of arguments. A group can also be optional and allows the user 
to select a group of arguments, or not, in a client interface (say, a web interface). The following example 
runs a program that blurs an image and optionally flips it along some axes.  

<componentAction type="JobSubmission" name="action5"> 

  <parameter name="Executable" value="flipBlurImage"/> 

  <parameter name="Arguments"  value="{FlipAxes} -B {BlurImageSigma} {InputFile} 

{OutputFile}"/> 

  <group name="FlipAxes" syntax="-F {FlipAxesX} {FlipAxesY}" optional="true" 

selected="false"> 

    <argument name="FlipAxesX" value="false" type="boolean"/> 

    <argument name="FlipAxesY" value="true" type="boolean"/> 

  </group> 

  <argument name="BlurImageSigma" value="0.5" type="float" rangeMin="0" rangeMax="10"/> 

</componentAction> 



If “selected” is set to “false" (either by user-interaction through a client UI or by a third-party grid-enabled 
application submitting its own GAD file to the KwGrid middleware), the resulting command-line when 
executing this component will expand to: 

flipBlurImage -B 0.5 myinputfile.png myoutfile.png 

If “selected” is set to true, the whole “FlipAxes” group is pulled in as follow: 

flipBlurImage -F false true -B 0.5 myinputfile.png myoutputfile.png 

Scheduling and dependencies 

By default all actions on all nodes are started in parallel. Since starting some action may depend on the 
output and completion status of some other actions, it is possible to express dependencies between 
each action. Note that some actions can also be started as long as some other actions were started 
successfully (“active”) without being necessarily completed (“done”). The following example specifies that 
action3 should be started as soon as action1 is “active” and action2 is “done”: 

<componentAction name="action3" type="JobSubmission"> 

  ... 

  <dependency name="action1" status="active"/> 

  <dependency name="action2" status="done"/> 

  ... 

</componentAction> 

The diagram below is a graphical representation of a simple ParaView GAD file. ParaView is an open-
source, general-purpose client/server application for visualizing large data sets. The configuration below 
can be summarized as follow: find a node on the Grid where the ParaView server can be set up and 
launched; upload the data to visualize to this specific node (InputFile action); once the transfer is done, 
launch the server (PVServer action); once the server has been launched, run the Paraview client locally 
(PVClient action). Note that we actually require the server to be setup on a four node MPI cluster, if 
possible. While this remains a simple client/server case, the KwGrid framework supports more complex 
client/server configuration where the server part may actually be split amongst several different kind of 
data and render servers set up on multiple nodes with different constraints.  

 



Architecture 

This section describes in more details the software architecture behind the three components involved in 
the KwGrid framework. The KwGrid core, a set of low level routines that provides an abstraction layer to 
the Globus Toolkit Grid middleware, the KwGrid-WS services, a set of grid-services that can be queried 
to submit Grid Application Description (GAD) file and run legacy applications on the grid, and the KwGrid 
portlets, a set of web-enabled clients that provide a user-friendly interface to the KwGrid middleware. 

KwGrid Core 

The KwGrid core consists of four parts: the Communication Adaptor, Resource Discovery, Application 
Component Management, and Action Management components. The Grid Communication Adaptor is 
responsible for communication with the Grid Middle layer. In other words, it handles all the requests to 
the physical grid. Those requests include queries to the Grid Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS), 
job submissions to the Grid Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM), and data transfers to the Grid FTP 
service (GridFTP). The Resource Discovery part is responsible for collecting resource requirements for 
each component/action in the GAD file, querying the grid for qualified resources, and allocating 
resources to each application component/action via matchmaking operation. The Action Management 
part is responsible for handling action execution in the application; those actions may include job 
submission, data relocation, file creation and removal, local execution, etc. Finally the Component 
Management part is responsible for managing components in the application; this includes managing the 
relationship among components and actions (e.g. dependency relation), scheduling the execution of 
components/actions, and managing rollback in case of action failure. 

 

 

KwGrid-WS 

The KwGrid-WS is a set of Grid/Web Services used to encapsulate and enhance the functionality of the 
KwGrid core. It consists of three main services: 

• KwGrid User Management Service,  

• KwGrid Service Factory, and  

• KwGrid Instance Service.  

The KwGrid Service Factory is responsible for creating stateful KwGrid core resources for each user 
request, and registers the KwGrid core resources into the KwGrid User Management Service. The 
KwGrid core resources can then be accessed through the KwGrid Instance Service, which encapsulates 
most of the functionality of the core resources. The KwGrid User Management Service is mainly 
responsible for maintaining records for each user request in persistent data storage, and allows users to 
monitor and manage their requests and eventually retrieve their results. 



 

KwGrid Portlet 

The goal of a portlet is to act as a client to the KwGrid-WS services while providing a user-friendly 
interface through a web interface. Portlets are deployed in a portlet container (or web portal) such as 
Gridsphere, which itself is a servlet running in a servlet container such as Tomcat. A portlet is therefore a 
web interface running on the server side of a grid network. It is the main visible entry-point to the user, 
and his/her gateway to the KwGrid middleware. 

There are two main portlets in the KwGrid framework, the Submission Portlet and the User Management 
Portlet. The Submission Portlet is responsible for loading/creating/modifying GAD files, which are 
descriptions of the application the user wants to run on the grid, and submit the corresponding tasks. 
This portlet allows the user to load a GAD file either from an existing GAD file/Template or create a new 
GAD file from scratch. The corresponding application can then be submitted to the grid from the portlet. 
The User Management Portlet allows the user to monitor and manage the applications submitted to the 
grid display the corresponding output or results in details. Additionally, a third portlet is leveraged directly 
from Gridsphere to perform user authentication. Here is which order the above portlets are accessed 
during a typical user session: 

1. the Credential Manager Portlet, provided by Gridsphere’s own gridportlets package, allows the 
user to authenticate himself by retrieving his/her grid credentials from a user credentials 
repository such as a MyProxy server, 

2. the Submission Portlet allows the user to load/create/modify/submit a Grid Application Description 
(GAD) to the KwGrid-WS web services, 

3. the KwGrid User Management Portlet allows the user to monitor and manage the status, activity, 
parameters and results of the submitted jobs by talking to the corresponding KwGrid User 
Management Service. 

 



 

The first step through the web interface is to retrieve user credentials by using the Credential Manager 
Portlet (Step 1). This portlet sends the request to a MyProxy server using the webportal internal user 
and credentials as proxy (Step 2). It receives an answer from the MyProxy server, either an error 
message, or the user credentials (Step 3). Finally, the portlet stores the user credentials and inform the 
user if the request was successful or not (Step 4). See the “Authentication” section (page 11) for 
screenshots. The user is now ready to submit a Grid Application Description (GAD) file through the 
Submission Portlet, and will not be required to authenticate again while his/her session is active: 

 

Note that before using the web interface, the user has to store his/her own credentials in a MyProxy 
server through a command line interface; this can also be done by his/her Grid administrator, and should 
only be performed once for the duration the user wish to delegate his/her credential for: 

myproxy-init -a -s arkadia.kitwarein.com -l user1 -c 240 -t 12 

The Submission Portlet allows the user to upload a Grid Application Description (GAD) file, or to 
choose one from a list of predefined templates that can act as pre-defined applications placeholders. 
Inside this portlet he/she can modify the parameters pertaining to this specific application. Once those 
changes are made, the user can submit the GAD file to the grid (Step 1). See the “Submission” section 
(page 15) for screenshots. The Submission Portlet, through the user credentials, will perform the actual 
submission to the KwGrid web service (Step 2) and will return back the status of the submission to the 
user (Step 3 and 4). 

 

Once the submission is successful, the user can switch to the User Management Portlet to monitor the 
status of the submitted job. A pattern similar to the one involving the Submission Portlet is used. The 
User Management Portlet passes the user credentials to query the KwGrid service about the status of 
the jobs owned by the user (Step 2). See the “Accessing output files” section (page 19) for screenshots. 
The list of jobs and the details associated to each job including outputs can be presented back by the 
portlet (Step 4). 

 



Examples 

The following section provides a visual tour of a typical KwGrid user-session. The first example involves 
launching Kitware’s ParaView on a grid. ParaView is an open-source, general-purpose application for 
visualizing large data sets. Built on top of VTK, ParaView is under active development with funding from 
the tri-lab community Los Alamos, Livermore, and Sandia. The KwGrid framework will take care of 
searching and allocating the grid nodes that are most likely to meet the constraint described in 
ParaView’s GAD file in terms of data servers and render servers and will allow the user to launch a local 
client to connect to these remote nodes. 

The second example describes a simple image processing scenario where a legacy application is 
launched on the grid while its input and outputs are staged in (and back) automatically by the framework. 
Parallel execution is also performed by launching several instances on different nodes to process a 
series of images automatically.  

Both examples were run on a subset of the TeraGrid with help the MCS division at Argonne National 
Labs. The MCD group operates a significant computing environment in support of a wide range of 
research and computational science. The TeraGrid is a 13.6 TF grid of distributed clusters using Intel 
McKinley processors with over 6 TB of memory and greater than 600 TB of disk space. The full machine 
is distributed between NCSA, SDSC, Caltech, the Pittsburgh Computer Center, and the CI at Argonne. 

Authentication 

The following two screenshots present the entry point to the KwGrid portal, accessible from any web 
browser. The user is first presented with the Credential Manager Portlet allowing him/her to retrieve 
his/her credentials from TeraGrid MyProxy server. Once the correct passphrase entered, the user can 
review his/her certificate status and lifetime, and proceed to use any of the portlets embedded in the 
portal. 

 



 

KwGrid Portlet Interface 

The KwGrid Submission portlet and User Management Portlet (here referred as “activity portlet”) are 
presented on top of each other in a layout similar to a computer desktop. They can be minimized and 
maximized, or combined with other portlets. This flexibility is a property of the portal: any portlet 
compliant with the JSR-168 specification can be deployed in a web portal such as Gridsphere or IBM’s 
Websphere and will appear as a re-usable component that can be customized and moved around.  

The Submission portlet presents a “Load Application” button through which the user can load a Grid 
Application Description file, and an “Expert” mode button that can be used to create new ones. The User 
Management Portlet is empty in this screenshot but will later on display the list of applications pending, 
running or completed, as well as means to cancel an application and refresh or prune that list. 

 

 

The “Load Application” button brings the user to a new page within the same portlet through which 
he/she can either load his/her own XML Grid Application Description (GAD) files, or access pre-defined 
GAD files called “templates”. Templates are stored on the server and are designed to offer a set of pre-



defined applications or visualization tools to the user. Once loaded, they can be eventually be 
customized, extended and saved as a new GAD file into the user’s repository. 

 

Testing ParaView 

In the following screenshot, the user loaded the ParaView XML Grid Application Description (GAD) file 
from the available templates and is presented with a list of parameters pertaining to this application. 
While this type of GAD file can be fairly long since it may involve a single client but multiple types of 
servers and dependencies (see figure below for a simple “one client to a four node MPI cluster” 
configuration), the submission page is kept simple by focusing on the main parameters such as the input 
data file the user wants to visualize with ParaView (see screenshot). 

 



The User Management Portlet (referred to as the “activity portlet” below) displays a few applications that 
were launched previously during the session and that already completed. 

 

 

 

By clicking on the “Browse” button the user is presented with a “File Chooser” component leveraged from 
GridSphere that allows the user to refer to a file not only locally but also anywhere on the current Grid 
(see figure below). The KwGrid framework will take care of allocating and setting up nodes with respect 
to the location of that file, and eventually stage/upload it to this location.  

 

 

 

Expert Mode View 

The whole set of components, actions and parameters included in the GAD file can be displayed by 
switching to an “Expert” mode. In this mode, components can be added, actions can be customized and 
re-ordered, parameters, preferences and constraints can be set. Such constraints can be used to control 
if the node allocated for a specific action should be favored for its storage, CPU or graphics capacities, 



for example. At any point, the changes made to the application description can be saved by to a GAD file 
for later uses. 

  

Submission 

Submitting the application is simply a matter of clicking on the “Submit Application” button. The portlet 
sends the parameterized GAD file to the KwGrid-WS service middleware, which allocates and sets up 
the relevant nodes for this application, stages the input files (if any), and launches remote executables. 
This takes a few seconds to a minute. Once performed, the “Submission” portlet can be re-used to send 
a similar application, customize the application parameters a little more, or load a different application.  

The User Management portlet is now the entry point to communicate with the KwGrid-WS User 
Management Service, which was made aware of the submission during the previous step. By hitting the 
“Refresh” button the user can monitor and control the status of his/her submission: in the screenshot 
below, 25% of the launching phase has been completed. 

 

   

 

Once the application has completed successfully (in this case, has launched successfully), the user can 
click on the “Details” link to access more information about his/her submission, and eventually references 
to the expected output files. In this specific case, since the GAD file describes a client/server application 
that requires a local client to be executed (pvclient.exe), the user is presented with the complete 



command-line he/she is required to run at the command prompt. This command line is parameterized 
automatically with references to the nodes that were automatically allocated by the KwGrid framework. It 
should also be possible to invoke ParaView’s web-client in the future (PVEE) or use the KwGrid 
framework between the new generation (PV3) of ParaView client and server. 

 

 

 

Launching the client 

In the screenshot below the command-line returned by the KwGrid framework is entered at the 
command-prompt (black window in the background) to launch the local ParaView client. A few seconds 
later, the client shows up. The “About” dialog available from the ParaView’s “File” menu can be used to 
check that the client is indeed connected to one of the TeraGrid node that was allocated by the KwGrid 
framework. At this point, the user can open a data file from the data server that was allocated or 
constrained by the framework, and access any of the input files that were transferred automatically to 
that location. 

 

 

 

In the example below, a simple sphere was created to demonstrate that rendering is indeed happening 
on several nodes (here, four): during user-interaction, different level-of-details are used to ensure an 
interactive frame rate, and compositing the output of the different nodes may lead to visible seams at 



node boundaries. When the user let-go on the mouse, a full resolution model is rendered and 
composited correctly. 

 

 

Testing a simple image processing legacy application 

In the following few screenshots a simple image processing legacy application is run on the TeraGrid 
through the KwGrid framework. This command-line application takes an image as input, produces an 
image as output, and accepts additional parameters to flip the input image vertically/horizontally and 
perform a Gaussian blur. Parallel execution is achieved by launching several instances on different 
nodes to process a series of images at the same time (here, two, referred to as FlipBlur1/Target1, 
FlipBlur2/Target2). An XML Grid Application Description (GAD) file was created accordingly, using the 
KwGrid framework syntax to describe all parameters and how they should be concatenated into a 
suitable command-line for this specific executable (see below for diagram).  

 

This GAD file is made available to the user as a template accessible from the KwGrid portal client. Note 
that it could also be used from a Grid-enabled turnkey application in a non-interactive way through the 
KwGrid-WS middleware framework, thus turning this legacy application into a grid service of its own: a 
remote functionality that can be used by any third-party application on behalf of the user. 

The screenshot below displays the submission portlet after loading the GAD file. The user is presented 
with the parameters available for this application. Each command-line option is translated into a user-
friendly UI element: input files can be browsed throughout the Grid, boolean values such as flipping axes 
are represented as checkboxes, and the Gaussian standard deviation is mapped into a scale widget 
constrained to the proper value domain. 



 

 

 

Note that the portlet presents two application components, one named “Target1”, the other “Target2”, 
which allow the user to process two images simultaneously. The KwGrid framework will take care of 
launching two instances of the same application on two different nodes (if available), and will upload the 
input files to the corresponding machine for remote computation.  

In practice, any Grid-enabled third-party application could create a GAD file suitable to its needs (say, to 
process a whole series of images) and submit it to the KwGrid-WS middleware to run the legacy 
application under the hood, in a true Grid sense, without using any web-portal client. 

In the above screenshot, the User Management portlet (referred to as the “activity portlet” here) is 
refreshed and reports that the submission is about 33% complete. It also displays the status of previous 
submission that already successfully completed. 

 

   

 



Accessing output files 

Upon completion, the User Management portlet will provide a “Details” link to access the result of the 
submission. References to the output files are provided and thumbnails are automatically generated if 
the resulting files are recognized as images. 

 

 



Automation with BatchMake 

Enabling an application on the Grid through the KwGrid middleware requires creating the appropriate 
XML Grid Application Description (GAD) file for this specific application. While writing such a file 
manually or building it visually from the KwGrid portlet client remains a fairly easy task, automating such 
a task would make it even easier for people not familiar with the Grid to jump onboard this technology. At 
the end of the day, automation tools would enable them to benefit from extensive remote computational 
power and let them offer (or sell) algorithmic knowledge and sophisticated tools to a much wider 
community. 

BatchMake is one of those tools. With help of ITK, it provides a straightforward way to let a legacy 
application output a self-description of its control parameters. The GAD file format is among the few file 
formats such a description can be written to. This means that with relatively few efforts, the application 
can be written, maintained, compiled and shipped to a KwGrid-compatible provider without any additional 
GAD file in mind: the application will self-describe itself at run-time, and the resulting GAD file is always 
in sync with the application’s internal control parameters, ready to be used by the KwGrid framework. 

The following section provides an introduction to Batchmake by the Batchmake team and a quick 
walkthrough demonstrating how it makes use of the KwGrid framework. 

Introduction 

In medical image analysis, algorithms are rarely designed and developed separate from the data that 
they will eventually process. Rather, image data often represent a driving problem and allow for the 
testing of an algorithm during its development and refinement.  

Consistent algorithm-level testing during the design and development process allows the engineer to 
track the effectiveness of her algorithm on target datasets. Modification or "parameter tweaking" often 
increase an algorithm's effectiveness for some examples but "break" it for others---such a tradeoff is hard 
to judge without consistent testing. Finally, testing can guide design by highlighting problem cases that 
are systematically processed incorrectly.  

In practice, however, algorithm-level testing is often carried out in an ad hoc manner: the engineer 
occasionally applies her algorithm to a small set of exemplar images. After algorithm development, an 
infrastructure is constructed to apply the algorithm to a large number of cases and finally the data are 
processed. This system can lead to a number of problems. First, as with any data-driven task, there is a 
risk of over-fitting if a sufficient number of test cases are not considered. On the other hand, a large set 
of testing data could lead to prohibitive testing times. Second, if batch processing is not accounted for 
early then it may be difficult and time consuming to transition from algorithm development to (often 
parallel or distributed) batch algorithm application. Finally, ad hoc testing leads to uncoordinated and 
decentralized record keeping. This limits the engineer's ability to track the effectiveness of an algorithm 
over time or on specific data sets.  

The aim of this tutorial is to showcase a system for comprehensive algorithm-level testing that addresses 
all of these problems. We demonstrate an automated batch processing system with integrated grid 
processing and a comprehensive, flexible dashboard reporting system.  

BatchMake 

BatchMake is a cross platform tool for batch processing of large amount of data. BatchMake can process 
datasets locally or on distributed systems using Condor or KwGrid.  

The aim of BatchMake is to provide an easy interface to write and run scripts and legacy applications. 
Several script languages exist and have their own functionalities and advantages. However, for non-
programmers, writing scripts (and to that extent, GAD files) can become very difficult.  

BatchMake provides a layer on top of existing scripting tools and uses a common scripting language 
close to the one used by CMake (www.cmake.org). By writing a script in an easy and common language, 



BatchMake allows scientists to share and run scripts. Moreover, BatchMake provides an automatic 
translation of scripts to Shell, Condor and other scripting languages.  

BatchMake provides three important features:  

• Automatic wrapping of command line executables,  

• Automatic translation of scripts to distributed system including Condor and KwGrid, 

• Validation dashboards accessible on the web.  

Application Wrapper 

Using the BatchMake ApplicationWrapper command line executables are automatically wrapped.  

Let's take an example to illustrate how the application wrapping works. Suppose we have an application 
PixelCounter.exe which counts the number of bright pixels in an image and returns the number of pixels 
above a certain threshold t. In order to run the application one would have to type:  

./PixelCounter.exe myImage.jpg -t 100 

The PixelCounter executable is actually a very simple example and most of the time more complex 
command line arguments should be passed to the application which makes it very difficult for the user to 
remember all the parameters and how to use them.  

BatchMake tries to "understand" the executables by using some self-generated description of the 
command line arguments. This is done using the metaCommand and metaOutput classes provided in 
BatchMake as well as in ITK (www.itk.org). These classes provide a generic way to parse command line 
arguments and to describe the output and control parameters of an application.  

For instance, our PixelCounter.exe has been compiled using metaCommand and metaOutput so by 
default, running:  

./PixelCounter.exe -vxml 

Produces:  

<option> 

  <number>0</number> 

  <name>filename</name> 

  <tag></tag> 

  <description>Image filename</description> 

  <required>1</required> 

  <nvalues>1</nvalues> 

  <field> 

    <name>filename</name> 

    <description></description> 

    <type>string</type> 

    <value></value> 

    <external>1</external> 

    <required>1</required> 

  </field> 

</option> 

 

<option> 

  <number>1</number> 

  <name>threshold</name> 

  <tag>t</tag> 

  <description>threshold</description> 

  <required>1</required> 

  <nvalues>1</nvalues> 

  <field> 



    <name>threshold</name> 

    <description></description> 

    <type>float</type> 

    <value></value> 

    <external>0</external> 

    <required>1</required> 

  </field> 

</option> 

This allows the ApplicationWrapper to automatically "understand" the command line arguments and 
present them either in more user-friendly manner, or in a manner that can be processed by a different 
framework, like the GAD file format for the KwGrid framework. Note that the ApplicationWrapper can also 
be manually configured for applications which are not providing any self description.  

Therefore, within a BatchMake script we can use the previously wrapped application.  

We first set a variable using the SetApp() function. Note that the @ refers to the name of the wrapped 
application.  

 SetApp(pixelCounter @PixelCounter) 

Then each argument can be set by simply using the SetAppOption() function and the argument name; 
BatchMake provides an helper editor to find the correct function as seen in the following screenshot.  

 

 SetAppOption(pixelCounter.threshold 10) 

 SetAppOption(pixelCounter.filename myImage.jpg) 

We have seen that BatchMake can deal with input parameters for a binary executable but BatchMake 
can also deal with the possible output of that same executable using the metaOutput class. Basically, 
BatchMake runs the application and collect the XML output of the executable after processing and set 
the internal variables to the proper values.  

First we tell the application to generate the output as XML  

 SetAppOption(pixelCounter.GenerateXMLMetaOutput 1) 

Then we can set our internal variable using the Set() command. Note that the pixelCounter.NPixels 
variable will have a correct value only after a Run().  

 Set(volume pixelCounter.NPixels) 

The application wrapper can be launched from the GUI or directly from the command line:  

./BatchMake -a myapplication.exe 



Data Processing Workflow  

Basically, the data is stored is store in a central location and described via a database. The data is 
accessible to the grid service or directly by the grid nodes. Then the batchmake script is converted to a 
KwGrid GAD file and run on the grid. The results are then posted on the web (send to a central 
database) for analysis.  

 

1. Upload the data on MIDAS (DSpace). Data is then accessible on the grid via NFS or Samba 
mount.  

2. Write a BatchMake script.  

3. Convert the script to a GAD file. 

4. Run the GAD file on the grid through the KwGrid framework. 

5. Results are posted on the web (BatchMake validation dashboard)  

Grid Setup 

For the purposes of this tutorial we assume that we have access to a grid suitable for applying our 
algorithm to our data. The scale of our grid testbed can vary from two co-located, identical computers to 
a network of hundreds of heterogeneous computers located all over the world.  

BatchMake Setup 

BatchMake lite can be downloaded from http://public.kitware.com/BatchMake/. However BatchMake Pro 
(with Grid and Validation Dashboard support) is available upon request only.  

If you download BatchMake lite from source you will need the following packages in order to build 
BatchMake:  

• CMake (www.cmake.org)  

• The Insight Toolkit (www.itk.org)  

• The Fast Light Toolkit (www.fltk.org)  

BatchMake is cross-platform and has been tested on Visual Studios, gcc on linux and gcc on Cygwin.  

Running the Demo 

Running the demo assumes that we already:  

• have a functioning Grid setup, 



• have installed KwGrid and successfully submitted jobs to our grid via webservice or pre-
webservice clients, 

• have access to our data from at least one node on the grid, 

• have access to our executable(s) from every node on the grid that will be used for computation, 

• have BatchMake installed  

Step 1: write BatchMake script.  

This step involve describing where our data is, where our applications are, how to apply our applications 
to our data, and what information, results, and images should be recorded to the Validation Dashboard. 
In this example we apply a simple thresholding algorithm to determine the volume of an ellipsoid in a 3D 
binary image. We apply the algorithm to a number of images and report the computed volume, the 
expected volume, the algorithm parameters (threshold), and a midaxial slice of each image to the 
dashboard.  

Three binary executables are needed for this script to run. These three applications are part of the 
BatchMake suite.  

1. bmGridStore: store a batchmake variable in a temporary file  

2. bmGridSend: send a batchmake method to the dashboard (via HTTP POST)  

3. PixelCounter: algorithm that returns the number of pixels value higher than a certain threshold in 
a 3D image.  

First we assume that the PixelCounter executable has been wrapped by the BatchMake application 
wrapper (see previous section): 

SetApp(pixelCounter @PixelCounter) 

SetAppOption(pixelCounter.GenerateXMLMetaOutput 1) 

SetAppOption(pixelCounter.threshold 10) 

Then we add some Grid information:  

# Set the maximum number of nodes in the grid (optional) 

GridMaxNodes(1) 

# Set the if argument grouping should be used for GAD generation (optional) 

GridSetGrouping(0) 

# Set the hostname for data relocation IN (required) 

GridDataHost(rigel.kitwarein.com) 

# Set the directory where the data is located for data relocation IN (required) 

DataDirectory(/kwdspace/BatchMake/Demo/) 

# Set the directory where to store the incoming data on each node 

GridTempDirectory(/tmp/) 

# Set the hostname for data relocation OUT (required) 

GridOutputHost(rigel2.kitwarein.com) 

# Set the directory where to upload the data for data relocation OUT (required) 

OutputDirectory(/temp/BatchMake/) 



Then we describe our dashboard. BatchMake directly creates online experiments from this script: 

# Set the URL of the validation dashboard website 

DashboardHost(http://www.insight-journal.org/batchmake) 

# Defines who is submitting the data to the dashboard. Note that the user should be 

registered in the system to be able to send data 

DashboardUser('Julien Jomier') 

# Create an experiment. CreateExperiment(variableName ProjectName ExperimentName 

ExperimentDescription). 

CreateExperiment(exp 'BatchMake Grid' 'ExperimentVolumeTumor' 'Demo BatchMake') 

# Create a method for our experiment. CreateMethod(variableName ExperimentVariable 

MethodName MethodDescription). 

CreateMethod(meth exp 'PixelCounter' 'Return volume of a tumor in pixels') 

# Add inputs to our method. AddMethodInput(variableName methodVariable description) 

AddMethodInput(filename meth 'Image to be treated') 

AddMethodInput(threshold meth 'Threshold used to compute the volume') 

# Add outputs to our method. AddMethodOutput(variableName methodVariable description 

<extension>). Note that the extension (if needed) should be set. 

AddMethodOutput(volume meth 'Volume of the tumor') 

AddMethodIdealOutput(volume meth 'Ideal output of the tumor') 

AddMethodOutput(slice meth 'Extracted mid-Axial slice' png) 

AddMethodIdealOutput(slice meth 'Ideal output of the mid-Axial slice' png) 

Now we list all the metaImage files in a directory and we process each image:  

# Set the directory where the images are 

Set(workdir 'c:\Julien\demo') 

# List all the files in the workdir directory matching *.mha 

ListFileInDir(files ${workdir} '*.mha') 

We then loop through the list of files and we perform the processing: 

# Set an initial variable i to zero 

Set(i 0) 

# Declare the loop 

foreach(file ${files}) 

  # Specify that everything inside the loop should be run on a single node 

  GridSingleNode(on) 

  # Specify the filename of the binary image volume to compute 

  Set(filename '${workdir}/${file}') 

  SetAppOption(pixelCounter.filename ${filename}) 

  # Run the PixelCounter application 



  Run(output ${pixelCounter})   

  # Set the name of the slice to extract 

  Set(slicename '${file}_slice.png') 

  ExtractSlice(${filename} ${slicename} 2 25) 

  # If this is the first image we declare it as the idealoutput image 

  if(${i} == 0) 

    Set(i 1) 

    SetIdealOutput(slice '${slicename}') 

    SetIdealOutput(volume pixelCounter.NPixels) 

  endif($i) 

 # We set all the variable of our experiment to be sent to the dashboard 

 Set(slice '${slicename}') 

 Set(filename '${file}') 

 Set(volume pixelCounter.NPixels)  

 Set(threshold 10) 

 # We send the method to the validation dashboard using the 

DashboardSend(methodVariable) command 

 DashboardSend(meth) 

 GridSingleNode(off) 

endforeach(filename) 

Step 2: Generate a GAD file.  

The GAD file is automatically generated by the BatchMake application from the script, by combining the 
XML self-description output by the application, and the control structure found in the script. Since a GAD 
file does not support control structure per se (loops), BatchMake will unroll the script when needed, 
create the corresponding component and actions, and parametrize them for each steps. We will use this 
GAD file to submit our tests to the Grid and the results to the dashboard. You should make sure you 
have a version of BatchMake that supports grid (using CMake make sure that GRID_SUPPORT is set to 
ON).  

There are two ways to generate a GAD file from a BatchMake script:  

• Using the GUI:  
o Load our BatchMake script  
o Click on the KwGrid icon and select the filename of the GAD file to generate.  

 

• On the command line:  

./BatchMake - KwGrid myBatchMakeScript.bms myScript.gad 



Step 3: Submit GAD file to grid for processing.  

This step involves the command-line clients included in the KwGrid software package, or access to a 
KwGrid portlet client through a web browser. In follows the exact same steps as described in the 
“Examples” section (page 11). 

Running BatchMake locally 

BatchMake can also be run locally by pressing the run button (exclamation point) or directly via 
command line using -c to compile the script (making sure that the script's syntax is correct) and -e to 
actually run the current script.  

 ./BatchMake -c myScript.bms 

 ./BatchMake -e myScript.bms 

Note that BatchMake creates a process for each command line executables.  

     

BatchMake Validation Dashboards (BatchMakeWeb) 

The server side of BatchMake consists of a set of PHP scripts (running on top of Apache) and a MySQL 
database. The website is accessible by users using login/password and projects can be created by 
managers. For each project, several methods can be created. A method consists of a set of inputs, 
outputs and ideal outputs. When a script is started (locally or on the grid) each application sends the 
results to BatchMakeWeb using the bmGridSend executable. bmGridSends connect to BatchMakeWeb 
and perform an HTTP POST of the current variables for a method, including posting images to the 
MySQL database. BatchMakeWeb can actually monitor the progress of a script by looking at the internal 
database and check the current values sent by the executables.  

Some of the important BatchMakeWeb features are:  

• The BatchMake dashboard is fully customizable and user specific.  

• Each user selects the values to test against an ideal output and the dashboard turns red if the 
absolute difference of the two numbers is higher than a certain threshold.  

• Checkerboard images are dynamically created given two images, allowing for a quick review of 
image differences.  



 

BatchMakeWeb graphing:  

BatchMakeWeb has the capability of plotting graph for any numerical values sent to the dashboard: 

 

Statistical Analysis:  

BatchMakeWeb can perform power analysis of method's parameters. Right now Taguchi's method is the 
only one implemented: 



 



Partners 

Mathematics and Computer Science Division at Argonne National Lab 

The MCS division at Argonne operates a significant computing environment in support of a wide range of 
research and computational science. User communities include local researchers, Argonne scientists, 
and the national scientific community. Argonne facilities include three major parallel computing clusters, 
visualization systems, advanced display environments, collaborative environments, high-capacity 
network links and a diverse set of testbeds. 

As one of the five participants in the NSF's Distributed Terascale Facility, MCS, in conjunction with the 
University of Chicago Computation Institute, operates the TeraGrid's visualization facility.  

The entire TeraGrid is a 13.6 TF grid of distributed clusters using Intel McKinley processors with over 6 
TB of memory and greater than 600 TB of disk space. The full machine is distributed between NCSA, 
SDSC, Caltech, the Pittsburgh Computer Center, and the CI at Argonne. The individual clusters are 
connected together by a dedicated 40 Gb/s link that acts as the backbone for the machine. Argonne's 
component of the TeraGrid consists of 63 dual IA-64 nodes for computation, 96 dual Pentium IV nodes 
with Quadro4 900 XGL graphics accelerators for visualization, and 20 TB of storage. 

Argonne operates a second supercomputer that is available to Argonne researchers and collaborators 
for production computing. This terascale Linux cluster has 350 compute nodes, each with a 2.4 GHz 
Pentium Xeon with 1.5GB of RAM. The cluster uses Myrinet 2000 and Ethernet for interconnect and has 
20 TB of on-line storage in PVFS and GFS file systems. 

In addition, Argonne has a cluster dedicated for computer science and open source development called 
"Chiba City". Chiba City has 512 Pentium-III 550MHz CPUs for computation, 32 Pentium-III 550 CPUs 
for visualization and 8 TB of disk. Chiba City is unique testbed that is principally used for system software 
development and testing. 

Argonne has substantial visualization devices as well, each of which can be driven by the TeraGrid 
visualization cluster, by Chiba City, or by a number of smaller dedicated clusters. These devices include 
a 4-wall CAVE, the ActiveMural (an ~15 million pixel large-format tiled display), and several smaller tiled 
displays such as the portable MicroMural2, which has ~6 million pixels. 

Finally, Argonne currently supports numerous Access Grid nodes, ranging from AG nodes in continual 
daily use to AG2 development nodes. 

We would like to thank the MCS division for the help they provided while testing the KwGrid framework 
on the TeraGrid. A detailed walkthrough is provided in the “



Examples” section (page 11). 

Ohio State 

The Ohio State University Department of Biomedical Informatics utilizes 6 separate clusters in grid and 
distributed computing development efforts. These range from 32 bit Intel platforms to multi-processor 
AMD opteron 64 platforms with varying amount of system memory as well as disk storage capacities. 
The sizes of the clusters range from 3 to 64 in node size. The clusters uses linux based operating 
systems. All the clusters are configured with public ip access, and do not use job scheduling systems. 
Four of the 6 clusters contain head nodes but only for system configuration management purposes.  

Two of these 6 clusters were used for the KwGrid project. The first cluster contains 8 nodes each with 
dual 64bit Opteron and has an intel 32 bit based head node. Each node contains 8 GB of RAM and 1.5 
TB of storage space. The nodes use RedHat Enterprise Linux AS release 3. The second cluster contains 
5 nodes each with 2 hyperthreading Intel 32bit Xeon processors, and no headnode. Each node contains 
2BG of memory and 300 GB of disk storage. The operating system used on these nodes is RedHat Linux 
8. 

Based on the configuration required by Kitware, Globus 2.4.3, MyProxy Server, and ParaView were 
installed. Attempts were made to install Globus 2.4.3 on the 64 bit Opteron platform. However, neither 
the binary nor the source packages of Globus 2.4.3 was able to install using GPT on the 64 bit platform. 
At this point, the test platform was switched to the Intel 32 bit cluster, with dual Xeon processors. This 
cluster has Globus 4.0.3 installed and configured previously, therefore all installations related to this 
project were completed within the user space rather than as root. 

GPT installed successfully, as did Globus 2.4.3 binary installation. Configuration of GSI security was 
done using the Globus Certificate Service, which provides user, host, and ldap certificates. The 
discontinuation of the globus certificate authority and problems with Globus SimpleCA prompted the use 
of this pseudo certificate authority. Globus SimpleCA was unable to verify signing authority and hence 
could not sign user, host, and service certificates. Security setup followed the same process as a root 
installation, but the certificates are stored in the local Globus directory rather than in the system Globus 
directory. 

Once the certificates and GSI security has been set up, MDS and GRAM were configured and tested. 
MyProxy Server was configured and tested. ParaView was also compiled. GSI security was also 
configured at Kitware, and tested. GridFTP initial testing showed that it was able to transfer files using 
first party transfer. However, further testing by both OSU and Kitware showed that third party transfer 
was not functioning properly. The error encountered appears to be associated with setting up data ports 
between GridFTP servers, and may be related to the Active/Passive nature of the connection. Attempts 
were made to restrict the ports used to a range white-listed by the firewall. However, these changes did 
not remedy the problem, and third party transfer failed even between nodes of a single cluster. 

At the present time, further testing has been suspended as GridFTP third party transport is a critical 
requirement for the KwGrid system. The cause and solution for the GridFTP problem are not clear, and 
the discontinuation of support for Globus 2.4.3 translates to unknown delays in resolution of this problem. 
Finally, KwGrid may require modifications in order to operate in an environment with direct ip access to 
cluster nodes and without a job scheduler. 

 


